PATIENT REFERENCE GROUP 19/11/2013 at 6pm

Location: Health Education Room

Attendees: Dr Caroline Gill, Sharon Tufts, Joanne Macauley, Chairman, Secretary and ten members.

Apologies: Vice chair, Debbie Hamilton and two members

Amendments to previous meeting: One member has resigned, and Chair stated the survey wasn't compiled by himself, Sharon Tufts keeps this up to date. 

Chairman not happy the way the PRG is going, whilst he felt the surgery supports us, there is not enough intimacy between the group, the group not gelling together! Chairman felt he is an engineer and not a lot of knowledge on NHS; this was discussed as a group, and need more integration between this. Royden met with Dr.Gill and Debbie to discuss his concerns and it seems very positive. Dr Gill expressed these meetings are very important to the practice, and should be patient led, there has been feed back from other practices and it seems we are doing better. Dr Gill very appreciative of all we do, in what we are doing, things can improve, we are literally a new group, and the practice doesn't want to overwhelm us, meetings may feel uncomfortable but that's what we are here for, and expressed to challenge us. 

Dr Gill has been awarded a certificate by Clinical Commissioning Group of South Tyneside on a press report promoting this, that she had completed and expressed our good work in the group for this and will be in our local newspaper. A lot of discussion by the group on the dynamics of PRG group by members promotes idea changes to make it a better practice. Also expressed members none attendance members seem to be in and out without consistency of attendance!
 
Discussion on patients attending casualty through the day for a broken toe nail, basically time wasters, and Dr Gill expressed they provide figures for their practice and provide same day emergency appointments to see a doctor. 

Newsletter: No further action, one member is interested to do this, but needs temple plate for newsletter. Dr Gill will forward this to him, and discussion was 'how many people are reading this?' Joanne expressed 50 copies, new patients receive this, and it could be given to patients at reception. Dr Gill & Joanne to screen this.

Notice board: Secretary and another member have sent in posters on Xmas-eat well, drink sensibly etc to be put on notice board by staff. The Chairman expressed he has never seen any one read the notice board! 
Discussion on this, patients may think notice for staff not patients albeit there is a heading of the PRG, change title to Patient Information? 

Website: No further action

One member was at the meeting of STCCG, copy on notice board, she is looking to change our date of meeting to coincide a week later to their meeting to discuss at ours? 

AOB: It was expressed a blood test letter was sent to a patient with the envelope not in tact, perhaps the contents to heavy for envelope? Sharon to look into this. 

Practice Report: Xmas holidays not yet clarified for opening hours. Flu update, this was going well, albeit have only 300 left with no more stock available 

There will be a change of Chairman and Secretary in 2014 and this will be discussed at the next meeting. 

Next meeting January 28th 2014 at 6pm

